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Das Deutsches

Verpackungsmuseum 

"Beneficial And Beautiful"

Das Deutsches Verpackungsmuseum, the packing museum, located in a

former church on main street, exhibits the history of mostly German

industrial packaging from the 19th and 20th Century. This covers not only

the history of packing design, but also the history of everyday German life.

The museum also documents the changing cultural tastes and

requirements, as it is reflected in the art of packing goods. However, this

does not mean that it neglects industrial design and art. The changing

exhibitions pay attention to young designers and to packing in foreign

cultures.

 +49 6221 2 1361  www.verpackungsmuseu

m.de/

 info@verpackungsmuseum

.de

 Hauptstraße 22, Heidelberg

 by Frank Vincentz   

Botanischer Garten der Universität

Heidelberg 

"The World of Plants"

Botanischer Garten der Universität Heidelberg is a stunning botanical

garden which offers visitors an insight into the world of plants. In the

greenhouses, you will find a variety of plants including orchids, cacti, and

succulents among others. Plants of different bio-systems like upland

moors, heathland, alpine or dune landscapes grow in the open-air

grounds.

 +49 6221 54 5783  botgart.cos.uni-

heidelberg.de/index.php

 bgsekretariat@cos.uni-

heidelberg.de

 Im Neuenheimer Feld 361,

Heidelberg

 by @plqml // felipe pelaquim

on Unsplash   

Galerie Kunst2 

"Refuge for Contemporary Art"

Since 2004, Galerie Kunst2 has been a popular venue for contemporary

artists from across the world. With a focus to promote figurative art, the

gallery displays interesting works of upcoming artists as well as renowned

ones. Once a year, the gallery is known to host a graphics and

photography exhibition. Popular artists featured here are Tamara

Giesberts, Britta Hondl, Meiki Lohmann, Rolf Ruck and Artur Kurkowski

amongst several others.

 +49 6221 45 5820  www.kunst2.de/  stefanie.boos@kunst2.de  Lutherstraße 37, Heidelberg
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 by José Luiz   

Providenzkirche 

"Amongst Heidelberg’s Major Landmarks"

Dating back to the 17th Century, Providenzkirche which is identifiable by

intricate spire is one of the most important Protestant churches in the city.

The interior of the church is characterized by stucco ceilings and an organ,

regarded as one of Heidelberg’s oldest surviving organs. Because of the

aforementioned features, the Denkmalstiftung Baden-Württemberg

declared the church as Denkmal des Monats i.e. Monument of the Month

in February 2020.

 +49 6221 2 0941  www.providenzkirche.de  pfarramt.providenzgemein

de@ekihd.de

 Karl-Ludwig-Strasse 8a,

Heidelberg

 by Thomas Ott   

Heidelberger Kunstverein 

"Contemporary Art"

The Heidelberger Kunstverein, one of the oldest German art clubs, is

located next to the Palatinate Museum. It offers 8-12 changing exhibitions

annually, presenting both well-known and unknown artists of international

contemporary art. The museum is also equipped with a library of literature

on contemporary art and guided tours through the exhibitions that are

displayed on Wednesdays and Sundays. There are special events in the

exhibition hall like avant-garde music, experimental dances, performances

and readings. The art club edits art journals on its exhibitions that are

available at the 'Infothek'.

 +49 6221 18 4062  www.hdkv.de  hdkv@hdkv.de  Hauptstrasse 97, Heidelberg

 by 4028mdk09   

Kurpfälzisches Museum 

"All About Electoral Palatinate History"

The rooms of the Kurpfälzisches Museum are in both the old part of the

building as well as the modern extension in the back courtyard, where the

museum's entrances also are found. There are a number of themed areas:

the Archaeological Branch exhibits the heritage of the homo erectus

heidelbergensis; the area covering Town History deals with the history of

Heidelberg from the Middle Ages to 20th Century, while the four rooms in

the Arts and Craft section show the style of living in the 18th and 19th

Centuries. The last section, the Graphic Collection, contains watercolor

paintings, drawings and graphic prints from the 15th to the 20th Century.

 +49 6221 58 3 4000  www.museum-heidelberg.

de/1360820.html

 kurpfaelzischesmuseum@h

eidelberg.de

 Hauptstrasse 97, Heidelberg

 by Martin Rulsch, Wikimedia

Commons   

Antikensammlung der Universität

Heidelberg 

"Antique Art"

The Antikenmuseum und Abguss-Sammlung presents the archaeological

collection, which has been gathered by members of the archaeological

Institute since 1848. It is the largest such university collection in Germany.

In the ancient art collection, exhibits are displayed from the 4th Century

up to the epoch of the late antiquity. The pieces that are shown in the

fourth floor originate from Greece, Cyprus and Italy. The museum's main

attraction certainly is the cast gallery, where plaster casts of statues are

shown.

 +49 6221 54 2512  www.uni-heidelberg.de/fa

kultaeten/philosophie/zaw/

klarch/

 antikenmuseum@urz.uni-

heidelberg.de

 Marstallhof 4, Institut für

Klassische Archäologie,

Neues Kollegiengebäude,

Heidelberg
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 by Beckstet   

Universitätsmuseum 

"History of the University"

The museum of the University of Heidelberg is situated in the Old

University and documents the history of Germany's oldest higher

education facility. There are three display rooms, where the first one

shows the history of the university from its establishment in 1386 to the

early 19th-Century. The second one deals with the history of modern

natural sciences and romanticism. The last room focuses on the major

20th-century events such as the role of the university in Nazi Germany.

 +49 6221 540 (Tourist Information)  www.uni-heidelberg.de/de/einrichtu

ngen/museen-und-

sammlungen/universitaetsmuseum

 Grabengasse 1, Alte Universität,

Heidelberg

 by Eckhard Henkel   

University Square 

"Campus Square"

One of the city's many historical attraction's, Universitätsplatz or

University Square is where the Old Town Campus of the Heidelberg

University is located. The square has been witness to the Nazi regime that

took over the country and was the site of the many instances book

burning that destroyed heaps of Jewish and Communist literature from

the University's libraries. Steeped in the city's past, the square attracts a

number of history as well as architecture buffs. Today buzzing with

students, the square is often venue for a number of activities and events

organized and hosted by the same.

 www.uni-heidelberg.de/  Grabengasse 14, Heidelberg

 by Adiel lo   

Studentenkarzer 

"Prison of Freedom"

The students' prison was established in the late 18th Century and was in

use until 1914. For the students, it was more amusement than any real

punishment for their crimes (burglaries, scuffles and forbidden students'

duels). The paintings, autographs, comments, coat of arms prove that they

had a lot of fun in their small rooms equipped with one table, one chair, an

iron bed with a seagrass mattress, a chamberpot and a spittoon.

 +49 6221 540 (Tourist Information)  www.uni-heidelberg.de/de/einrichtu

ngen/museen-und-

sammlungen/studentenkarzer

 Augustinergasse 2, Old University,

Heidelberg

 by Letov   

President Friedrich Ebert Memorial 

"Interesting Place to Explore"

The Reichspräsident-Friedrich-Ebert-Gedenkstätte, located in the

birthplace of Friedrich Ebert, presents more than just the standard of

living of a German craftsman's family at the end of the 19th Century. The

permanent exhibition describes the life and work of Friedrich Ebert, the

political events of his time and the history of the working class movement

using photo documentaries, reproductions and videos. In the library and

archives, you can find literature dating from between the Empire and the

Weimarer Republic, original documents belonging to Ebert and other

publications of his era. Alternating special exhibitions inform guests of

past events or great personalities of the time.

 +49 6221 9 1070  www.ebert-

gedenkstaette.de/

 friedrich@ebert-

gedenkstaette.de

 Pfaffengasse 18, Heidelberg
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 by Eckhard Henkel   

Marktplatz 

"Markets & More"

Even in former times this was a market venue as well as a public court of

justice and sometimes the backdrop for the burning of witches and

heretics. Still today, you can find the market there on Wednesdays and

Saturdays from 7a to 2p. A handful of cafés are open daily and are

especially good in summer to sit down and enjoy the scenery. The market

place is enchanting, surrounded by historical buildings. The place is

dominated by the Heiliggeistkirche (Holy Ghost Church) and the Rathaus

on the other side. Between both is a fountain with a baroque statue of

Hercules dating from 1801. Among the highlights are the Kurfürstlichen

Hof-Apotheke (the former Elector's Court Dispensary at no. 190) as well as

the magnificient renaissance facade of the hotel Zum Ritter St. Georg.

 +49 6221 58 1 0580 (Tourist

Information)

 stadt@heidelberg.de  Marktplatz, Heidelberg

 by public Domain   

Rathaus 

"Town Hall of Heidelberg"

Along with a great deal of Heidelberg, the former Town hall was also

destroyed by French troops in 1689. The present Town hall, Rathaus, at

the market place was built between 1701-05 in a Baroque style. The

balcony (Rococo style) was added in 1751 and shows the coat of arms and

monogram of the Elector Carl Theodor. In the course of the years the

building was extended by two side-wings that match the style of the main

building. On the south side, a niche contains a memorial for the prisoners

missing from the last war. Inside the Town hall, different exhibitions take

place occasionally.

 +49 6221 581 0580  Marktplatz 10, Heidelberg

 by Immanuel Giel   

Old Bridge 

"Historic Bridge With Architectural Appeal"

Until the late 18th Century, the River Neckar was spanned by a number of

wooden bridges that regularly fell victim to fire and floods. Tired of

constant building and rebuilding, Prince Karl Theodor ordered the

construction of a stone bridge. Built between 1786-88, the Alte Bruckes

now one of Heidelberg's most celebrated sights. The southern end of the

bridge was initially linked to the city wall and contains a gate which can be

lowered and raised. The tower on the western side used to be a dungeon.

The bridge contains two sculptures: Prince Karl Theodor with the Mosel,

Rhine, Isar and Danube at his feet; and Pallas Athene, Goddess of

Wisdom, surrounded by figures portraying justice, godliness, agriculture,

commerce and art.

 +49 6221 581 0580 (Tourist

Information)

 stadt@heidelberg.de  Am Hackteufel, Heidelberg

 by roger4336   

Church of the Holy Spirit 

"Religious Center of Heidelberg"

The Holy Spirit Church at Marktplatz in the center of Old Town is one of

the few buildings that survived the fire in 1693. The church was

constructed in the first half of the 15th Century and was also used as a last

resting place for electors. Murals, stemming from the middle ages, are

most impressive. The church's gallery was formerly used as the university

library, the Bibliotheca Palatina. This famous collection of scriptures and

prints was stolen in the Thirty Years War and brought to the Vatican,

where it still resides.

 +49 6221 9 8030
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 Markplatz, Heidelberg

 by Anaconda74   

Stückgarten (Schloss) 

"The Artillery Garden"

The name of this garden, which initially wasn't a garden at all, derives

from the defence equipment that stood in this former bulwark. Installed

under Ludwig V. (1508-1544), Friedrich V. (1610-1623) had the

construction turned into a pleasure-garden for his consort Elisabeth. The

richly ornamented Elisabeth's Gate is still standing there, on the opposite

end the eye is caught by the Thick Tower with the remains of the English

Palace. Between the Artillery Garden and the Castle lies the Moat that is

20 meters deep in places. The former prison tower Seltenleer (seldom

empty) is still standing at the castle's south corner. The Rondel on the

western side, a half-demolished battery tower, gives a good view over the

Old town. Admission to the Artillery Gard en is free.

 +49 6221 658880  Schlosshof 1, Heidelberg

 by wongwt   

Deutsches Apotheken-Museum 

"German Pharmaceutical History"

The Deutsches Apotheken-Museum, situated in the castle, offers a wide

range of information on the pharmaceutical history. Beginning with the

pharmacy system of the 17th Century up to the 20th Century, it shows the

education of a pharmacist and original accouterments of pharmacies from

the Early Victorian time. Other items of interest at Deutsches

Apothekenmuseum includes the pharmaceutical herbs and drugs and the

details of their technical or pharmaceutical products from the 17th Century

to the 20th Century. The laboratory in the Apothecaries Tower exhibits

the development of pharmaceutical products from alchemist laboratories

to analytical chemistry laboratories.

 +49 6221 2 5880  www.deutsches-

apotheken-museum.de

 info@deutsches-apotheken-

museum.de

 Schlosshof 1, Schloss

Heidelberg, Heidelberg

 by KibusMedia   

Heidelberg Castle 

"Symbol of Heidelberg"

No trip to Heidelberg would be complete without a visit to the castle.

Dominating the city from the brow of the hill, the castle offers

breathtaking views over the old town and the River Rhine. The castle is

host to the Schlossfestspiele castle pageant and also the fantastic

firework displays that illuminate the castle several times a year. Built over

a period spanning three centuries, the castle developed from being a

simple medieval fortress into a splendid Renaissance palace. A royal

structure nestled amid bucolic settings, the castle is one of the most

spectacular sights to see in Heidelberg.

 +49 6221 53 8472 (Tourist

Information)

 www.schloss-

heidelberg.de/start

 info@schloss-

heidelberg.de

 Schlosshof 1, Heidelberg

 by Immanuel Giel   

Völkerkundemuseum Heidelberg 

"Distant World That's So Close"

Völkerkundemuseum der J. & E. von Portheim-Stiftung Heidelberg

(V.P.S.T) was founded in 1919 and is nowadays located in the Palais

Weimar. The permanent exhibition documents the culture of the Asmat in

New Guinea. Several rooms in the basement and on the ground floor

present not only the life and times of the Asmat, but also the environment

they were living in. Cultural object such as masks, jewelery, household

effects, musical instruments, arms and a large boat, almost fills one

exhibition hall.

 +49 6221 2 2067  voelkerkundemuseum-

vpst.de

 info@vkm-vpst.de  Hauptstrasse 235, Palais

Weimar, Heidelberg
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 by BishkekRocks   

Thingstätte 

"Memorial of Dark Times"

This harsh reminder of National Socialist times was erected in 1934-35 by

the Reich's labor service. Up to 20,000 people could gather in the 56 rows

of the oval audience, which ascends to a height of 25 meters (82.02 feet).

Until 1939, the Nazi solstice festivities were staged here, using equipment

that was really advanced for the day: a sound mixing desk, loud speaker

system, and floodlights supplied the acoustical and optical background for

the propaganda. After the war this area fell into decay. Meanwhile the

Thingstätte(the Thing or Ding was during Germanic times the assembly of

the tribe) is protected as a memorial and is sometimes used for cultural

events like theaters and concerts.

 +49 6221 581 0580 (Tourist

Information)

 stadt@heidelberg.de  Thingstätte, Heidelberg

 by Mark Tegethoff on 

Unsplash   

Bonsai Zentrum Heidelberg 

"The World of Small Trees"

The Bonsai Museum offers approximately 80- 100 exhibits, covering an

area of 5,000 square meters (53819 square feet) under glass and an area

of 15,000 square meters (161459 square feet) of public gardens and

bamboo forests. The conifers and deciduous trees originate from Japan,

China, the USA, and Europe, one of the main attractions being an ancient

Californian juniper tree.

 +49 6221 757 0762  bonsaizentrum-hd.de  info@bonsai-heidelberg.de  Mannheimer Strasse 401,

Wieblingen, Heidelberg

 by Immanuel Giel   

Kunsthalle Mannheim 

"Art from the 19th Century"

Kunsthalle Mannheim is a contemporary art museum that was founded in

1909. The museum's building in itself is a masterpiece designed by

Hermann Billing. Originally, this was a temporary set up for the

International Art Exhibition that was held in 1907 to celebrate 300 years of

the city's establishment. However, the building was kept intact and many

modern artworks were placed here as a part of their permanent exhibition.

Several temporary exhibits of upcoming local artists are also put up at the

museum. There are amazing paintings by artists like Camille Pissarro,

Vincent van Gogh, Gustave Courbet, and Caspar David Friedrich, among

many others, all dating back to the 19th Century.

 +49 621 293 6423  www.kunsthalle-

mannheim.eu/

 kunsthalle@mannheim.de  Friedrichsplatz 4, Mannheim

 by Tilman2007   

Kloster Lorsch 

"Early Carolingian Monastery"

With a history that dates back to the 8th Century, Kloster Lorsch is one of

the oldest religious sites in the region. The medieval monastery was built

during the rule of the Carolingian dynasty and is a fine example of the

architectural style prevalent during the era. Within the monastery

complex, visitors will discover an array of historic structures including the

majestic Torhalle.

 +49 6251 86 9200  www.kloster-lorsch.de/  info@kloster-lorsch.de  Nibelungenstrasse 32,

Lorsch
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